
A large number of deaths are caused by road accidents. Why do so many road accidents occur? Make 
recommendations that would help to reduce the number of road accidents.

     Road accidents are responsible of death and many car crashes happen all the time and based on 
some evidence , there are many suggestions ways which people can adopt in order to with pursue it an 
diminish road hazards.

     Many accidents are caused by bad driving habits-speeding –poor road condition and over 
confidence,. by this I mean, when you are driving without ant obeying the laws, it causes many accidents 
smash. For example: driving with over 120 kph Km speed and don not paying attention to any sign or 
talking with your partner, all played a part.

     Furthermore ,poor road  conditions are is one of the other factors that officials governors must 
contain it by with maintaining and upgrading facilities, nevertheless otherwise many road fatalities can 
occur.

    The third cause of accidents is id over confidence., some psychologists believe that many people, 
particularly juveniles, are willing to driveing recklessly, by which tis I mean , they do not have enough 
experience and they are fond of driving with high speed.

   One of the suggestions ways by which that we can decrease the number of accidents is id : public 
education ., to put it simply, underestimateing the family values of family is wrong since every training 
just is commenced by family after that officials governors paves the way for advertising and putting up 
making banners in the street and one of the indispensable ways that you can reduce the accidents is: 
penalizing disobedient drivers, here I am referring to some examples;: when governments define a 
policy for punishment and must apply it, so other people should follow it,. it causes them they cannot 
not to forget their errors and remember all the consequencesod precedence .

   Putting Everything into consideration, not only should we expect to training from the government, but 
we also should develop a condition in which children learn to obey the laws in schools and among 
families because it has positive affordable effects in their life style, and last but not least ,the more 
education , the safer the roads/drivingmore safely laws.


